ABSTRACT
Due to the increasing number of malware, monitoring of vulnerable systems is becoming increasingly more important. This applies to networks, individual computers, as well as mobile devices. For this purpose, there are various approaches and techniques to detect or to capture malicious software. To support the analysts, visualizing the data and using visual analytics (VA) methods during data exploration are beneficial approaches. There are a number of different visualization methods available which provide interaction for data exploration. We conducted a literature survey to provide an overview of the currently existing visualization and interaction techniques for malware analysis from the view of VA. All found papers were divided into 3 main categories to present common characteristics. This report shows that the scope of malware analysis in combination with VA is still not very well explored. Many of the described approaches use only few interaction techniques and leave a lot of room for future research activities.

1 INTRODUCTION
An increasing number of malicious software (malware) samples is used for espionage and attacks against infrastructure. Thus, monitoring of vulnerable systems such as networks, individual computers, and mobile devices becomes more and more important (e.g., [1], [2]). For this, effective prevention environments are needed [3]. Lee et al. [4] show that the use of visualization speeds up the malware analysis process. This is where visual analytics (VA) comes in. VA, “the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces” [5, p. 4], is a comparably young research field. A major tenet of VA is that analytical reasoning is not a routine activity that can be automated completely [6]. Instead it depends heavily on analysts’ initiative and domain experience which they can exercise through interactive visual interfaces. Such visual interfaces, especially Information Visualizations, are high bandwidth gateways for perception of structures, patterns, or connections hidden in the data. Interaction is “at the heart” of Information Visualizations [7, p. 136] and allow the analytical reasoning process to be flexible and react to unexpected insights. The benefits of VA were specified by Keim et al.: “Visual analytics combined analysis techniques with interactive visualizations for an effective understanding, reasoning and decision making on the basis of very large and complex datasets” [8, p. 7]. Various approaches exist to detect malicious software based on their signature, their behavior, or heuristics [9]. By using VA methods, it is possible to recognize patterns in the malware samples’ code or behavior and to help the analysts in gaining a better outcome from their work. Finally, it is possible to simplify the malware classification for analysts [10].

Currently, there is no literature available that reviews the field of malicious software detection tools from the view of VA. To close this gap, we provide a systematic overview and classification of the commonly used visualization and interaction techniques for malware detection. Therefore, we conducted an extensive literature research and characterized all papers found along the aspects of supported interaction technique, dimensionality of the representation space, and visualization technique. This categorization schema provides a good overview of the currently used VA techniques for malware analysis and their deficits in regard of support for interaction.
2 METHOD

To get a good overview of visualization techniques for malware detection in the field of IT-security, we used different search engines (Google Scholar, Microsoft Academic Search, IEEE Xplore, ACM digital library). The searching activities were performed in the period from March 15, 2014 to April 6, 2014. First, the results of the literature research (papers) were divided into several categories to get an overview of the covered areas:

- **Survey**: Includes papers which give a good overview of malware detection techniques and/or visualization techniques. These papers will be used for the related work.

- **Malware detection on local hosts**: Papers which operates on dedicated hosts as their main topic and deal with visualizations and VA to detect malware on local hosts.

- **Binary and gray-scale images for malware detection**: Papers which describe the detection and the classification of malicious software based on image processing methods.

- **Network and intrusion detection**: Depends on papers in relation to network scanning, traffic analysis and pattern recognition in networks for malware detection and visualization.

To gain a better outcome of the literature research, the second stage was to search for authors of the current best matching papers in combination with the best matching keywords of the previous research. Additionally, we visited the homepages of the authors in this step. Thus, it was possible to find more than 130 different scientific papers. In order to sort out inappropriate papers, we read all the abstracts and conclusion of found papers, to find out if they really fit into our topic. This way, we reduced the findings to 25 papers. In the third stage, the selection criteria was that all papers have to be from well-known conferences (e.g., VizSec, VAST, TVCG) and publishers (e.g., ACM, IEEE, Springer). In addition to the results of the search engines, we visited the homepage of the VizSec (Visualization for Cyber Security) conference (http://www.vizsec.org/) to search for papers which were not found earlier. In this stage, we found two other papers which matched with our criteria, so we integrated them into our predefined categories.

3 RELATED WORK

Previous works explores this area from different points of view. Lee et al. [4] concluded that it is necessary to use visualization for malicious software detection. They propose the use of visualization to recognize and extract unseen malware patterns. For the classification of malware the authors use a technique to extract the properties of malicious software provided by anti-virus companies. For the visualization of the collected data, Lee et al. use a dispersal pattern chart, which is a context-specific variant of scatterplots. The result of the performed test shows that it is possible to detect malicious software rapidly. Espionage and attack activities for example, can be detected by the use of signatures whose patterns are stored in a database. But this approach only works for well-known malware, while unknown malware will be overlooked [3]. Dornhackl et al. [3] introduce an approach for malware pattern extraction in their paper. They logged the system calls of malicious software which is executed on a host and analyze them. So it is possible to extract and define malicious system call patterns. Shiravi et al. [11] present a survey of 38 network security visualization systems, which are divided into five different groups of use-cases, but only some of the presented tools support methods for interaction and data exploration. Additionally, Conti dedicated a part of his book [12] on visualization for malware detection but focused on the network level.

4 RESULTS

In this section we present the approaches found by comparing the tools of the different categories and describe their advantages and disadvantages. Figure 1 shows example views for each category. Additionally, we respond to missing functionalities in relation to VA. All the used visu-
alization techniques, dimensionality of the representation space, and the supported interaction techniques are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Characterization of the different reviewed approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interaction / interactive</th>
<th>2D visualization</th>
<th>3D visualization</th>
<th>Matrix / images</th>
<th>Self-organizing Maps</th>
<th>Treemap</th>
<th>Clockmaps</th>
<th>Coll-link diagram</th>
<th>Scatterplot</th>
<th>Index chart (line plot)</th>
<th>(Divided) bar chart</th>
<th>Parallel coordinates</th>
<th>Node-link / graph</th>
<th>Indented list</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Malware detection on local hosts

We found 8 different approaches for malware detection which operate on local hosts. All the presented tools use 2D visualization techniques. Only the VERA approach [13] uses 2D and 3D visualization techniques for the data representation. Most of the tools (ATN [14], CWsandbox [1], Interactive Hex Editor [15], Mini-Graph [2] and VERA [13]) represent the malware data by the use of node-link diagram or graph [16] visualization techniques. Additionally, CWsandbox also uses treemaps [17] for the data visualization. Only two tools (Shared System Call Sequence [18] and VISITORS [19]) of this Section use a kind of bar charts [20] for the visualization. VISITORS combined bar chart visualization techniques with index charts and parallel coordinates [21]. Additionally, Shared System Call Sequence use matrix [16] visualization techniques. So we can see that the most used visualization technique of that area are node-link diagrams followed by bar charts. The major disadvantage of all the presented tools is that no tool supports all the interaction techniques which are listed in Table 1. CWsandbox and Self-organized Maps [22] do not support any kind of interaction for the data exploration. All the other approaches of this section support interaction, only VERA, VISITORS, and Shared System Call Sequences supported some interaction techniques (see Table 1). Thus, we can see that interaction techniques are less used for the malware detection systems which operated on single hosts. This knowledge opens the possibility for further research in this area.
4.2 Binary and gray-scale images for malware detection

In this category, we present several approaches for malware detection which use binary or gray-scale images (Binary Texture Analysis [23], Malware Images [25], SVMs [26] and Visualization of Binary Files [27]). None of these approaches supports interaction with the data or other interaction techniques (e.g. zooming, filtering) as listed in Table 1. For the detection of the malicious software data, Binary Texture Analysis and Malware Images use scatterplots [28] (2D and 3D visualizations). Additionally, Malware Images also uses matrix visualization techniques [16]. The SVMs approach utilizes index charts [16] and the Visualization of Binary Files use bar charts [20] for the data visualization. In this area it could be very helpful to explore the data by the use of interaction techniques to detect patterns in the generated images of malicious software. Based on the knowledge that no interaction techniques are currently used, this field provides the possibility for future research.

4.3 Network and intrusion detection

In the field of Network and intrusion detection most of the approaches use interaction techniques (see Table 1). Only the Temporal Knowledge Master [29] approach does not provide interaction techniques for the data analysis. Thus, 7 approaches (IDkt [30], Scan Visualization System [31], NVisionLP [32], TVN [33], Portall [34], HNMaps [35] and MalwareVis [36]) supported interaction, zooming and filtering for the data exploration. The 3D Visualization Exploration [37] and the Event Visualizer [24] approaches support interaction and zooming. Additionally, IDGraphs [38] and BANKSAVE [39] are only described as interactive in the papers. Only IDkt [30] supports interaction, filtering, zooming and panning for the exploration or the malware data. In addition to the former described data exploration features, 3D Visualization Exploration, TVN, Portall, and the Event Visualizer supports also details on demand. 11 out of 12 presented approaches use 2D space visualizations (see Table 1) and only one approach uses plain 3D space visualization. The most used visualization technique for malware data was the bar [20] technique, followed by node-link diagrams and graph [16] visualization techniques. Most of the approaches combined two or more visualization techniques for the data visualization (see Table 1). A very interesting data visualization, called cell-link diagram [36], was used by MalwareVis. Based on the evaluation of the approaches, we can see that most of the approach use many interaction techniques. Thus, we conclude that future research is possible in this area, but many other researchers work in this field currently.

5 CONCLUSION

Based on the findings of the performed literature research, we built up a categorized and structured overview of the common used visualization and interaction techniques which are used for malware detection in the field of IT-security. The most interesting area for future research is the malware detection on local hosts. In this field, there are many different approaches available but most of them do not provide many interaction techniques. Additionally, in the area of binary and gray-scale images there are no systems found which provide interaction. Thus, it is very clear
that a lot of space for future research would be available in this field. In the area of Network and intrusion detection we located the most research activities. So we would focus on malware detection on local host area for future research in combination with VA.

Based on the provided results of this literature review we showed that there is a large potential available for future work in the field of malware detection in combination with VA methods for IT-security. This included creation of new prototypes, visualization techniques and systems. Based on future research it would be possible to integrate existing expert knowledge into a new malware detection system. This way, the analysts get the opportunity to analyze more data, use knowledge supported detection methods and it will be possible to get deeper into the data. By the integration of different zooming and filtering techniques, it will be possible to analyze and explore the data faster and more efficient. Finally it could be possible to simplify and speed up the malware detection and classification for the analysts.
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